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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Whether or not lockdowns, shutdowns and other restrictive measures can work to lower the

number of COVID-19 infections and deaths has been a topic of great debate since early 2020. As

health experts look at global statistics, they have been stymied by the low rate of infection and

death across the sub-Saharan African continent,  compared to industrialized nations that used

various lockdown procedures to contain the spread.

Across the world, countries have taken different approaches to address the spread of SARS-CoV-

2. In one short documentary released by CAN Tlms, they compare the COVID-19 outcomes in

Scotland and Sweden.  By March 2020,  Scotland had implemented strict lockdowns and closed

schools and other social venues. People were threatened with police Tnes if they went outside

other than to exercise once a day, go to work or buy food.

On the other hand, Sweden handled the pandemic differently than most of the globe and was

initially viliTed for looser restrictions and a lack of severe lockdown measures.  In October 2020,

TIME called the response a "disaster,"  but data have shown that the death rate in Sweden was in

line with other years.  In other words, excess deaths that may have been attributed to COVID-19

were minimal.

Information compiled by CAN Tlms showed the response in Sweden, which has nearly double the

population of Scotland, had signiTcantly less impact on the economy and health of their

population, as well as nearly half the percentage of excess deaths as did Scotland.  Scotland had

three lockdowns, 64 school closures and a 54% increase in weight gain, while Sweden had no

lockdowns, no school closures and zero weight gain.

Sub-Saharan African Continent Has Avoided COVID-19

Over the Thanksgiving 2021 break, media outlets broke the news of a new COVID-19 variant,

dubbed Omicron, that was identiTed in South Africa.  This variant is different in that doctors are

reporting “unusual,” but mild symptoms, with fatigue being the most common complaint. In

response, the rest of the world immediately instituted travel bans to and from South Africa.

Interestingly, the steps taken in Africa throughout the pandemic have varied depending on the

country, yet the infection and death rate were relatively stable and low across the continent.

Over the last year there have been reports of small areas in the world where the number of

infections, deaths or case fatality rates have been signiTcantly lower than the rest of the world.

For example,  India's Uttar Pradesh State reported a recovery rate of 98.6% and no further

infections. On the other hand, the entire continent of Africa appears to have sidestepped the

massive number of infections and deaths predicted for these poorly funded countries with

overcrowded cities.

Early estimations were that millions would die when the pandemic swept across Africa. However,

that scenario has not materialized. According to AP News,  less than 6% of the continent is

vaccinated and for months, the World Health Organization has called Africa "one of the least

affected regions in the world."

In a busy crowded market outside Harare, AP News spoke with Nyasha Ndou, who carries a mask

in his pocket. Hundreds of other people, mostly unmasked, were in the marketplace. Ndou

explained the mask in his pocket:

"COVID-19 is gone, when did you last hear of anyone who has died of COVID-19? The

mask is to protect my pocket. The police demand bribes so I lose money if I don't move

around with a mask."

According to data from WorldoMeter, the population of Africa  makes up 17.46% of the world's

population  Yet, AP News reports that the WHO data reveal deaths in Africa are 3% of the global

total, while deaths in countries with better health care are much higher, such as 46% in the

Americas and 29% in Europe.

Nigeria has the highest population in Africa and the government has recorded just 3,000 deaths

in the 200 million people who live in the country. In the U.S., AP News reports there are that many

deaths every two or three days.

Some Credit Early Lockdowns With Low Number of Infections

Across the world, countries and communities went into lockdown to supposedly help "fatten the

curve" and slow the spread of the virus. Lesotho, the southernmost landlocked country in the

world and surrounded by South Africa, locked down their country and their borders before a

single person got sick.

In March 2020, the country declared an emergency, closed the schools and went into a three-

week lockdown. In early May, the lockdown was lifted, and the country recorded its Trst

conTrmed cases. The BBC reported in October 2020 that in a country of 2 million people they

recorded 40 deaths in Tve months and approximately 1,700 cases.

That number rose to 4,137 cases by January 2021 as citizens from South Africa were crossing

the border during the holiday season.  In addition to border crossings, the government had been

releasing people early from quarantine over cost concerns.

However, experts believe thousands of people had crossed the border illegally because they were

unable to afford to pay for their COVID-19 test.  In response to the rising number of COVID-19

cases in January, the prime minister imposed a curfew on social venues such as bars and

nightclubs at 8 pm.

While the quick action that some countries took to lock down their population may have slowed

the spread of the virus in the early days, the SARS-CoV-2 is endemic. This means that it is in the

environment and no amount of lockdown will eliminate the virus.

It also means that once lockdowns are opened again, the virus will continue to spread, just like fu

and cold viruses. Countries like Lesotho that locked down early have experienced infections after

the lockdown was lifted. The one advantage to fattening the curve and reducing the number of

infections early in the pandemic was that doctors could have used the time to improve treatment

protocols.

Dr. Vladimir Zelenko  and the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance  are two examples of

physicians and physician groups that developed treatment protocols during 2020 that have

proven to be successful  and reduce the number of individuals with severe disease or long-

haul symptoms.

Factors That May InKuence the Infection Rate

There are several factors that may infuence the infection rates in Africa. In the video above, Dr.

John Campbell points to the dramatic reduction in COVID-19 cases in Japan that began in

August, just 12 days after doctors were allowed to legally prescribe ivermectin to their patients.

Using Google Translate,  Campbell learned Dr. Haruo Ozaki, chairman of the Tokyo Medical

Association, had taken notice of the low number of infections and deaths in Africa where many

use ivermectin prophylactically  and as the core strategy to treat onchocerciasis,  a parasitic

disease also known as river blindness. More than 99% of people infected live in 31 African

countries.

Other medications that are commonly available in Africa have also demonstrated effectiveness

against COVID-19. For example, hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine have long been used in the

treatment and prevention of malaria.  Zelenko has published successful results using

hydroxychloroquine against COVID-19.

Malaria is one of the leading causes of death in many developing nations in Africa. The illness is

triggered by a parasite carried by an infected female mosquito  and characterized by fu-like

symptoms. Delays in treatment increase the severity of the illness and the risk of death.

According to the WHO  there were 219 million cases of malaria diagnosed in 2017 and 92% of

those were in the African region.

Finally, Artemisia annua, also known as sweet wormwood, is an herb used in combination

therapies to treat malaria.  It was used in traditional Chinese medicine for more than 2,000 years

to treat fever. Today artemisinin, a metabolite of Artemisia, is the current therapeutic option for

malaria. The plant has also been studied since the 2003 SARS outbreak for the treatment of

coronaviruses, with good results.

As the BBC  points out, the average age in most African countries is much lower than in the rest

of the world. Since many who have died are over the age of 80, and the median age in Africa is 19

years, infections are far less likely to result in death. Only 3% of the population is over age 65 as

compared to 16.9% in North America  and 19.2% in Europe.

In addition, residential care facilities for the elderly are rare in most African countries.  Weather

may also play a part in who gets COVID: Early in the pandemic, researchers from the University of

Maryland  discovered there was a correlation between the spread of COVID-19 and

temperature, humidity and latitude. They found the virus appears to spread better when humidity

and temperatures drop.

In addition, temperate weather and sunny skies such as those you see in Africa increase the

likelihood that a population will have optimal levels of vitamin D. Researchers have discovered

that maintaining optimal levels of vitamin D reduces the potential for infection and lowers the

risk of severe disease.

How Does Vaccination in Sub-Saharan Africa Make Sense?

The low numbers of COVID-19 in the sub-Saharan African population continue despite a less than

6% vaccination rate. Meanwhile. Western nations' vaccination rates are soaring, yet they struggle

with rising infection and death rates. With statistics like this, why are Nigerian okcials seemingly

overlooking the country's low numbers and health status by announcing they would be stepping

up their immunization schedule, with hopes to give the shot to half the population before

February.

Put simply, their target is "herd immunity" in a population that is not suffering. Oyewale Tomori, is

a virologist from Nigeria who sits on several WHO advisory groups. He believes the vaccination

level does not need to be as high as it is in the West. Salim.

But Abdool Karim, an epidemiologist in South Africa who has advised the government in the past

on COVID-19, disagrees. He is calling for an all-out vaccination program to "prepare for the next

wave,"  which negates what has happened in Africa in the last 20 months. He says, "Looking at

what's happening in Europe, the likelihood of more cases spilling over here is very high."

So, as African countries which have had lower rates of infection and deaths since the start of the

pandemic vaccinate more and more of their population, one can't help but wonder: Once

vaccination programs are underway, will the death rates climb as they have in other areas of the

world where vaccination levels are high?

And if they do, how will the "health experts" explain the sudden rising number of infections and

deaths on a continent that has thus far avoided pandemic levels of COVID-19?

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,361 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Scientists “mystiTed” says the title.  If sub-Saharan Africans are taking Ivermectin and not being injected with toxic spike proteins,

there’s hardly any mystery.  The mystery is why they are calling themselves “scientists”.
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Precisely Cabochon.  Millions in Africa take Hydroxychloroquine,  Ivermectin, artimisinin and similar drugs or herbs once weekly

in order to prevent malaria and other parasitic diseases.  They refer to it as their "Sunday medicine."  There is no mystery here.

 We could end this plandemic in weeks if Americans did the same.
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Hello CABOCHON, In Malaria, the CD147 receptor (also known as Basigin or EMMPRIN) is used by parasites to gain entry into the

cell. Interestingly, recent publications conTrmed that CD147 receptor signalling is activated by the spike protein alone, without

infectious virus, and without any direct infection/binding to the cells themselves required! HERE, THE SPIKE PROTEIN ALONE

CAUSING THE HEART PROBLEMS THROUGH CD147 RECEPTOR SIGNALLING, AND NOT ACE2, including the cytokine storm.

doi.org/.../ehab724.3383  

So that may possibly further explain some of the beneTts of anti-malaria drugs. CD147 is expressed on many cell types -

endothelial cells, leukocytes, keratinocytes, platelets, hematopoietic, and others and CD147 is involved with cancer and a tumor's

malignant progression, invasiveness, and metastasis www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC4227170  - a sudden rise in cancers among

vaccinated patients whose cancer had gone into remission before the jab is being reported  (and the changes of women's cycle is

also linked to CD147.)

For the science-ites (yes I know we lost 99% of you at that point lol...) , EMMPRIN (CD147) was identiTed as a red blood cell

(RBC) receptor for the parasite Plasmodium falciparum - protozoan that causes Malaria in humans

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../22080952    The complex PfRH5 of the parasite membrane binds CD147 on RBC, and this interaction

was essential for invasion by all tested strains in vitro www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../22080952   Experiments with recombinant

chimeric antibody (Ab-1) against CD147 also demonstrated that the inhibition of the PfRH5-CD147 interaction potently blocked

RBC invasion and cured established infections in a humanized mouse model www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../26195724
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Thank you for saying it better than I could myself. (If the memory is working, Kennedy reports Gates & Fraudci have now bought

and hoarded up Ivermectin to keep it out of Africa. All one has to do is look at the charts provided in RFK's book to see each time

Jab/s are introduced, all hell breaks loose, yet it is the dreaded unvaxxed who are tarred and feathered.)
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No mystery at all! The applicable pages in  Bobby Kennedy  Jr. book are pages  37-62
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lol!  Touche!
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Those puzzling about the fact that only 3% of deaths from the C-19 infection occur in Africa are condemning themselves out of

their own mouths, betraying their wilful ignorance of geography.  In countries where parasitic and other infections are endemic,

Ivermectin is the equivalent of our over-the-counter common cold remedies. Thanks for all comments, RFK  book references and

for your erudite summary, datadragon, which I will examine in detail in time. As an anti-parasitic drug in frequent use in Africa,

Ivermectin was just the ticket against coronavirus.

Too bad the globalists didn’t know their medical geography or do their homework before releasing a coronavirus.   “Fifty years of

research revealed the drug Ivermectin as an effective remedy against microorganisms including viruses such as Zika, dengue,

yellow fever, West Nile .” (Nature Magazine, 2020). According to RFK’s book, it can work as a zinc ionophore, blocks replication,

reduces infammation, stops the spike protein attaching  to the ACE2 receptor, prevents blood clots. What’s not to like about

Ivermectin? Their ignorance has caught them out.

DeTnitive proof that the whole charade was planned is provided by Dr David Martin in conversation with lawyer Reiner Fuellmich

who is still collecting evidence for a class action against the conspiracy  to infict a potentially lethal injection into the global

population, to use the media to stir up the hype to get the “vax” accepted by the public as the only solution to an invented, non

existent pandemic. As Martin explains, how or why do you patent a medical intervention using lipid nanotechnology to deliver a

toxic spike protein into the body years before it might be required?  Fauci’s own patent application was rejected on grounds that it

did not qualify as a vaccine as it did not even claim to prevent infection.
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“There was no pandemic, no novel coronavirus and no variant.  We made SARS in 2002” according to Dr Martin. Patent Okce

archives of the last two decades reveal possibilities for creating bio weapons from coronavirus. (You cannot patent a natural

substance - one reason big Pharma and orthodox medicine have a policy of wilful ignorance against the natural products

industry.)  Evidence of criminal activity re patent approval of the SARS corona virus exists.

At the time the non existent illness was  hailed as a “rich source of revenue and commercial exploitation” in a 2015 statement by

Peter Dazsek, Head of Eco Health Alliance,  i.e. we must increase “public understanding of countermeasures such as a vaccine:

 A key driver is the media and the economics will follow the hype. We need to use that to our advantage … investors will respond

if they see proTt at the end of the process.” The lab leak theory was a red herring.The development of a spike protein vaccine

began a month BEFORE  the so called outbreak in 2019. www.bitchute.com/.../HBQQcIpxLppB
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We have a large pharmacy of natural products, recommended by Dr. Mercola, we have the sun, exercise, temporary restrictive measures

that do not damage the immune system. The cheap mugwort and drugs like ivermectin that Fauci in association with the

Pharmaceutical MaTa have denied to the population. The protocol for treating Covid has been to deny treatment until the patient

becomes life-threateningly ill and is admitted to hospital. Inside the hospital, the protocol is to deny patients safe and effective
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Scientists MystiRed at How Sub-Saharan Africa Avoids COVID
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Scientists appear stymied by the low number of infections and deaths in sub-

Saharan Africa where the vaccination rate is less than 6%

*

Africa has 17.46% of the world's population and 3% of the COVID-19 global death toll

while countries with better health care have higher death rates, including the

Americas with 46% and Europe with 29%

*

Nigeria, with the highest population, has had 3,000 deaths in 200 million people,

which is what is recorded in the U.S. every two or three days. Yet, Nigeria has

announced an all-out vaccination program to "prepare for the next wave"

*

Factors that may have infuenced the low infection and death rate are outdoor living that raises vitamin D levels, a younger population and

access to medications and herbs used for other local conditions, but which are also known to reduce the severity of COVID

*
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becomes life-threateningly ill and is admitted to hospital. Inside the hospital, the protocol is to deny patients safe and effective

treatments with HCQ and ivermectin. Many patients end up dead on ventilators.

Some people manage to defeat genocide and ultimately save their lives thanks to good treatment. An elderly patient with COVID-19

recovered after a court order allowed him to be treated with ivermectin, despite objections from the hospital where he was staying,

according to the family's attorney. After an Illinois hospital insisted on administering an expensive remdesivir to the patient and the

treatment failed, his life was saved after a court ordered that an outside physician be allowed to use cheap ivermectin to treat him,

despite strong objections. of the hospital. www.theepochtimes.com/dying-covid-19-patient-recovers-after-court-orde..

Ivermectin has been promoted by talk show hosts and doctors, and its effectiveness in treating COVID-19 has been extended through

social media to millions of people who don't want to get vaccinated. It has also been used in countries like India and Brazil. About 97

percent of Wuhan coronavirus cases in the Delhi metropolitan area of India have been effectively treated thanks to the widespread use

of ivermectin. 100percentfedup.com/report-ivermectin-obliterated-97-of-covid-cases-in..
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Gui, Kennedy reports some nurses refer to remdesivir as 'Run Death is Near." Maybe they know something our Health Czar

doesn't want us to know?
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Guillermo is spot on. A constellation of things is keeping the Covid-19 infection low in Sub-Sahara Africa. Young average age,

exercise, sunshine (for Vitamin D), and the easy availability of cheap drugs such as HCQ and invermectin. Whereas ivermectin is

a relatively new entrant, HCQ has been treating malaria, both as a treatment and a prophylactic  for decades and is likely

responsible for natural immunity among millions. Seems like this portion of the world has backed into massive herd immunity

without knowing it.
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It's really funny how "mystiTed" everyone is. The answer is simple. Biden and Fauci haven't released their bioweapon in Africa...yet They

need the slave labor for the Cobalt and diamond mines. I've stopped reading this crap. It's a waste of time at this point. If you don't have

your Ivermectin, if you've stopped eating the swill "Big Food" is using to poison you, if you're still obese and sedentary...AND... if you're

NOT right with God, there's nothing more I can say. Pedophilia, pornography, mass murder of the innocents...it seems as plain as day to

me. We're in a battle for humanity against the satanic forces of evil. Fix yourself Trst, then you might be able to help Tx the world. This

is just another form of fear mongering. I'm done with it.
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You mean like they killed Tanzania's president for making fools of them with the papaya & goat testing positive for covid, as well

as for not renewing those mining contracts of minerals necessary to the Green Agenda's batteries (which still can't produce as

much power as it costs to manufacture them!  Duh!)  ....  Or like they abandoned Americans & allies both to the Taliban, turning

over the poppy Teld production, & boy toy trade, to the Middle Eastern version of cartel & strongmen cronies in Afghanistan...but

are now sending American soldiers back to Afghanistan to protect China's lithium mines?  I mean: they gotta get those priorities

straight, right?  

No biblical Christian who stuck with the stuff is 'mystiTed' at the same old, same old just ramping up & even more deceptive like

Jesus said it would be as the end neared, with that old usurper class of 'gods' playing their bloody kingdom building game.  And

we know both Satan's end, & that of his ministers, cronies & followers.  Jesus said that we'd have blessings here, with

persecutions; and that ALL who desire to live godly in Christ Jesus would suffer persecution.  

The powerful and the wouldbe 'gods' & Christ-usurpers don't like the light shone on them & their dark corners, layers &

shadows.....shades of grey.  God help those who don't come to their senses til he who letteth is removed or after they win their

bloody 'peace and safety' (good old pax romana) when sudden destruction will come in wave after wave, as the pangs of

childbirth,  not controllable by men or devils, & coming from God.  What the dialectic builders & sorcerers of the fornicating union

are building won't end pretty...and then the Judgment.
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To TreelsKey - the latest blurb I read was that Dr Noack was that he was killed by a radio transmitter sending him a death ray - but from

my take on the matter, it seems to me, he was killed from the very same Graphene Hydroxide minute razors that he reported on.

Whether he injected himself or someone did it to him, is the question

Vaccines drive the pandemic - no vaccines no pandemic - or at least, only Covid. Kill Covid while it is Coronavirus or for that matter any

virus and then it can't become Covid anything: Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table salt in a mug of warm clean

water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire mugful up your nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If sore,

then you have a virus, so continue morning noon and night, or more often if you want, until the soreness goes away (2-3 minutes) then

blow out your nose and fush away, washing your hands afterwards, until when you do this simple cure, you don't have any soreness at

all, when you fush - job done.

Also swallow a couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing virus and pneumonia there too. This

simple salt water cure, kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as you think you have an infection, or while self isolating, before the

viruses mutate into the disease in your head and body, for which there is no cure. I have been doing this simple cure for over 27 years

and I am and others never sick from viruses and there is no reason why any of you should be either - when your only alternative are

those vaccines!!
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What the radio said yesterday is that THEY have been killing not only anti-vax doctors like Dr. Andreas Noack in Germany and anti-vax

media persons like Marcus Lamb in Texas, but anti-vax presidents of several countries in Africa who have been resisting the 'globalite'

vax mandates, and replacing them with their own who obey the mandates like scared children, slaves, or robots.
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Another huge reason why Africa has the lowest numbers could be their lack of access to medical care. In so many place on the earth

where doctors are plenty, those same doctors prescribe pharmaceuticals like they are candy. I feel that the over-use of medicine

(Pharmaceuticals) along with antibiotics and other poisons pumped into our food sources, the world is becoming sicker and sicker.
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It's clear there are many factors, ranging from sunshine to ivermectin, but I suspect one of the largest factors is the medical

bureaucracies. Corruption is common in many African countries, but corruption facilities individual freedom - for a small fee. Corruption

in more bureaucratic countries is systemic, not individual - and it effectively blocks many individual freedoms. COVID is a disease of

individual cases, not of statistical cases. But in the bureaucracy, individual cures are ignored - anecdotal. Vaccine damage and deaths

are individual cases, but in the bureaucracy, individual cases are ignored - anecdotal.

In the USA where the bureaucracy is all powerful, Fauci waves his hand and thousands of employer's implement COVID restrictions and

forced vaccination. Doctors ignore the damage in individual cases. Medical bureaucrats are rewarded for counting cases and deaths

and for promoting statistical preventatives while ignoring individual cases and ignoring cures. COVID Loves bureaucracies, or perhaps

we need to acknowledge that the largest part of the pandemic and the most prevalent negative consequences of the pandemic are

consequences of the presence of powerful corporate, government, and medical bureaucracies that ignore individuals and individual

freedoms for proTt and control.  

The pandemic is all about statistics, about - as the well known phrase goes "lies, damn lies, and statistics". The COVID statistics are rife

with lies of commission and lies of omission. We should not be surprised that scientists can't Tgure it out.  We also need to be aware

that the science we are allowed to see is controlled by the bureaucracy. Science that provides plausible explanations cannot surface if it

challenges the pandemic paradigm. There is no pandemic in most African countries, so .. according to the bureaucracy, their data is not

important.
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Versatile,    It is hard to know when to jump on this train, and no matter what, it will likely be lost in the maze, as we ponder why

SubSahara and Nigeria seem to have an advantage.   A previous thought proposed was how BCG, used to prevent tuberculosis,

 stimulates the innate cellular immune system.  It does not speciTcally target a single virus, as does the serum immunoglobulin

response, which has been the tunnel vision for the vaccine.  

I had previously checked on countries that still require BCG at birth, and the eight listed were:  India (2), China (1), Nigeria (7),

Indonesia (4), Bangladesh (8), Pakistan (5) In parentheses is the ranking of largest in the world, so these are not trivial as they

are 6 of the 8 largest countries.  Then looking at the ranking of COVID-19 cases [in brackets] from the Johns Hopkins World

Dashboard we see: China [119], India 16], USA [1], Indonesia [78], Pakistan [76], Brazil [17], Nigeria [109], Bangladesh [83].

 It does appear that countries that still administer BCG at birth,  fall in rank order from what might be expected by their size, from

rank order of reported COVID-19 cases.  Some countries stopped using BCG as a national policy, but the United States always

chose to go the route of skin testing followed by targeted treatment.  Other countries stopped their booster policy, so the

in-between ground is mixed.  This in no way discounts the Vitamin D or ionophores, Ivermectin and hydroxychoroquine, but is

probably a factor that the experts should not overlook.  It may be that BCG at birth has greater impact then when given later in

life, but this is not well studied by the experts in the US, who have little experience in its use.
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Sunlight/outside which may not shed the virus easily/eat better etc.. They need to not copy with vaccines. These are not vaccines, but

bio-weapons/gene change/way to lower the population.
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I live on  Reunion Island  in the Indian  Ocean, close to Madagascar. When  visiting Madagascar, people have always stocked  up on

 Ivermectin to take while there to avoid malaria. It has been an over the counter drug for decades.  Coincidentally, in January of  2020,

 the French  said it would no longer be an over the counter drug, you could only get it via a prescription.  Was this planned?  Or just a big

coincidence,  planned I think.  Just to clarify, Reunion is a  French  Island, part of France and the Euro.
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between 14-20 of December 2020 the world biggest ivermectin factory in Taiwan was mysteriously burned down - they could not

save any part of it.
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Dr. David Martin states that there is no "covid crises". It is nothing more than a collection of cold and fues. I have said that this was a

PsyOps from the beginning - the biggest in history. I now hear many of the top doctors and scientists saying the same thing! We're still

discussing the "virus"; when what's going on here, was NEVER about some cold virus! Let's keep our eye on the ball.
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THat's what I have been wondering this entire time.  It did seem there was something more as in clotting disorders etc PRIOR to

the jab but HOW would it have been administered?..Could they have been spraying graphene as well as doing creative

bookkeeping with the fu deaths?  Since the death rate last year was no different than previous it would seem that all that was

done was just hijacking deaths of all kinds and relabelling them COVID. Were all of Fauci's emails in regards to creation of the jab

and NOT a bioweapon? The only thing that stands out is the people reporting extreme breathing issues.  5G then perhaps?..

radiation poisoning...NOTHING we catch from anyone but create within ourselves from  poisoning.  These things have always

had me scratching my head.
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Chiamiller; we know some of what's being sprayed on us on a continual basis. The fact of the matter is: they can spray whatever

they want - and no one would be the wiser. We are being poisoned from many different sources, these days. It could be that the

synthetic protein that monsatan created, the BT toxin (in the GMOs); plus 5G and chemtrails (aerosol dispersal) are all working

synergistically with the contents of the nanobot shot. Those are "self-assembling" nanobots, to be clear!
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German research in The Lancet:    Clear evidence of the increasing relevance of the fully vaccinated as a source of transmission.

 www.thelancet.com/pdfs/journals/lanepe/PIIS2666-7762%2821%2900258-1.pd..   They looked at other countries also, like the UK, US

and others. They write: The US Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) identiTes four of the top Tve counties with the highest

percentage of fully vaccinated population (99.9 to 84.3%) as “high” transmission counties.   In The Netherlands they had a second look

at hydroxychloroquine (HCQ). They collected data from 14 hospitals.  Early treatment with HCQ on the Trst day of admission is

associated with a 53% reduction in risk of transfer to the ICU for mechanical ventilation.   www.ijidonline.com/.../fulltext       How more

effective it would be to take the HCQ right after infection, in combination with zinc, vit D, etc.? Or taken it preventive.
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In the laboratory, you can isolate and test for one variable.  In real life, there are a number of known variables and, maybe, even more

unknown variables.  If you go looking for a single magic bullet, you are likely to fail.   Their success is likely a combination of many

factors--we know about the anti-parasitical drugs and sunshine (vitamin D).  Perhaps not overeating (obesity, diabetes).  People getting

more exercise and having less access to processed foods, reliance on traditional diets.  I have a hunch that if you compared covid rates,

you would Tnd a higher incidence in large cities than in rural areas.  

It may simply be the fact that vaxination is less available in some countries.  I observe that vaxed people are more likely to get sick.

 Simple avoidance of the vaxine. It is also possible that not all folk wisdom has been lost--people may have passed down ethnic diets

and cultural traditions that help keep them healthy.   Another possibility in poor countries is lack of data due to poor record keeping.  If I

were African, I would be extremely wary of any "free" pharmaceuticals after what many drug companies have done using Africans as

guinea pigs.
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Healthy full fat and organic eating is ULTRA important as well as plenty of daily supplements. WAPF has proven this and I know from

my own experience that it helps a lot.
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Oh and the reason why Africa has low numbers is because THEY KNOW and do not believe this crap.  Bill Gates has been to Africa

many previous times to 'vaccinate' the people and killed and maimed so many (as he had done in India and everywhere else in the

world).   For an example:  Nigeria Africa, population 200 million.  Covid deaths (remember covid is nothing more than the fu) 3,000

(which is a drop in the bucket).  Vaccinated citizens:  1%.     YOU ARE BEING LIED to by the CDC, WHO, Fauci and Your Government.

TURN OFF THE TELL-LIE-VISION and use REAL sources of information
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I am reposting all these great articles at www.notmyarm.com , started yesterday. Hopefully I can keep a daily collection of all of Dr

Mercola's great work.
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As they are not vaccines how can they make sense for anyone
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Shame on you ~ you are not suppose to think!
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Not mentioned here except in passing is viral load which is always going to be lower with the outdoor setting that is mentioned.

However I think this is a very important factor. People who live indoors are automatically going to expose themselves to a higher viral

load once the virus is inside. Enclosed spaces allow people to breathe in and out the same air repeatedly for hours. The virus lives for

24 to 48 hours easily inside where there is no ultraviolet exposure, whereas it is inactivated in outdoor sunlight in just minutes. So

Outdoors once the Sun is up you have complete atmospheric cleansing of virions yet the dead virus material is still circulating which

may be sukcient to bring on antibodies. Indoors the virions stay alive and are actually increasing if the indoor space is inhabited by

even a single person with an active case, as they are continually breathing out more live virus particles. Why isn't this simple logic ever

explained in the media?
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Yes, Stoneharbor. A large part of the african population live in small houses and shacks. Thus they tend to spend a large part of

their day outdoors.
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Their target is not the enlightenment of the big unwashed...but the elimination of them  therefore the lock-downs - endlessly

leading to unhealthy > sicker easier infected - stressed out > suicides skyrocketing - people who are unable to contact others...to

organise resistance -  I cannot even go to the city to bring back library books - because max 5 km I can be from my house.

Okcially they said NSW was locked-down for 90-100 days....I can count on any way still I am locked up now six months - & I have

a bet on 15 of Dec. the omicron will attack for another lock down. By the way - where are the rest of the Greek abc?? between

delta and omicron....
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fundamentalassumptions
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Nigeria has other problems.  It's murder capital, the new southern Sudan with over 3,000 veriTed murders of native Christians in 2021.

 Not sure any okcial stats coming out of there could be taken seriously, though at least the people don't have to worry about their

vitamin D status, & malaria meds are freely available.  They have enough to worry about just dodging jihad and commie 'rebels' : - (

....who are no doubt in cahoots with the globalist reset crew & part of the covid control scam takeover pushers, the enforcement arm.

 Like the cartels to our South: no doubt American traitors are involved w/ the other 'usual suspects': no cover or quarter should be given

any of them.

That's a good reminder on artemisia annua, or Sweet Annie as it's called here.  It grows in most climates & soils, & self-seeds.   The

plant is pleasantly aromatic with ferny foliage, & gets small yellow fowers.  Gets leggy & isn't a particularly pretty plant, but is useful for

aromatic wreaths etc as well as being a mild vermifuge & antimalarial, antiviral.....and it deters a lot of insects.  Once you get a patch

started, you won't need to worry about planting it again.  It'll spring up everywhere.  Has shown anticancer properties in some studies,

too.
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Look at in terms of the track record as we do in anything happening in real time such as Football.  Whatever the reason the African

situation is a success it should have been investigated intensely were not for the bigoted nature of the American administration in

Washington, particularly where black people are concerned.  By comparison our people despite their silver tongues and techno-jargon

have been consistent abject failures, and continue to be on a daily basis.  

Its like a constant lecture from the management of the Jacksonville Jaguars on how to win at football.  This is simple fact, but now here

is my opinion.  The people of Africa are simply healthier metabolically, biochemically and mentally compared to the typical American

because their diet and lifestyle has degenerated less as it relates to the biochemicals essential to normal human viral resistance, and

because they have no money they will try any potential remedy so long as it is cheap.  

Since humans are  a product of evolution the things most likely to work are usually common in the environment  since the two evolved

together.  On the other hand any solution we come up with cannot be cheap, in fact it must be very expensive otherwise it cannot be

approved.  This usually results in poor or ineffective solutions and a prohibition of anything already laying around that by comparison

would show them to be ineffective.  This is societal corruption and it how empires always fail.  The authority Tgures sense this and the

result is the bureaucratic panic witnessed almost daily.
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Macskak
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Decades now that they are poisoning Americans Trst of all -  with their plastics with their food full with chemicals with their

overdone poisonous vaccination schedules, with Roundup with glyphosate with sprayed aluminum and barium with fuoride -

from poisoned soil water and air to food “medicines” + poisoning their soul with tv Tlm politics and a messed up education

system and now Tnally with the jab... and people still are not realizing it is a war going on - a genocide.... and instead of Tghting

against these selTsh evils  they are arguing with their own relatives about “why don’t you take the vax....“
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I was always very perturbed about how GMO scientists labelled DNA they did not understand as "junk DNA," and were not worried about

affecting that junk it seemed. Now as we are putting experimental mRNA into cells, which of course contain reverse transcriptase able

to convert RNA to DNA which will be incorporated into the genome I think we need to understand a lot more  about the so-called junk.

There are some hints in the preprint "Paleozoic Protein Fossils Illuminate the Evolution of Vertebrate Genomes and Transposable

Elements." -Martin C. Frith
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And:  "Whether or not the current vaccine mRNAs could integrate into the genome, and by which 711 frequency, has to be

ultimately proven by experiments. However, it remains puzzling why and 712 how the mRNA vaccinology Teld neglected the

retroposition biology of L1 retroelements and 713 its theoretical links to possible vaccine mRNA retroposition, if one considers

the volume, 714 visibility and signiTcance of the L1 (42,43,56,78–80,99,112) and retroposition research (36– 715

41,43,44,47,56,62,64,72,75).

The mRNA vaccinology Teld started its development more than 716 30 years ago (11,31) and L1 retroelements in humans are

studied for more than 40 years 717 (202,203) but obviously without any crosstalk between the two Telds. This awkward silo

effect 718 points that in some occasions the structural drawbacks of contemporary science, despite its 719 amassment,

globalization and unprecedented dissemination, are deeper than we are willing to 720 admit. I conclude that the broadly

reiterated statement that mRNA-based therapeutics could 721 not impact genomes is an unfounded assumption of unclear

origin.

This implies that the current 722 mRNA vaccine evaluations, lacking studies that speciTcally address genome integration, are

723 insukcient to declare their genome integration safety. In this regard, it is important that the 724 exact nucleotide sequences

of mRNA vaccines are easily publicly accessible, including product 725 information documents (204,205), to allow unambiguous

and independent tracking of possible 726 vaccine mRNA integration in the somatic and germinative genomes of already

vaccinated 727 people and their progeny." go here for the preprint: "mRNA vaccines: Why is the biology of retroposition ignored?"

mRNA vaccines: Why is the biology of retroposition ignored? T Domazet-Lošo - 2021
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And here is a recent study about sleep disturbances which has a lot of interesting material in it besides referencing the

Domazet-Lošo article I cited. "However, the limited Tndings of several in vitro and post-mortem studies suggest that the

recombinant SARS-CoV-2 spike protein S1 subunit could be potentially sukcient to promote cell signaling without the remaining

viral components.21,25,26 Similarly, at present, the insertional mutagenesis safety of mRNA-based vaccines remains largely

unresolved.27. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8593898
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Supposedly those who are jabbed with this mRNA garbage are considered transhuman and are the property of the company

whose jab they were taken...if they survive. I Tnd this quite logic and believable - although disgustingly callous.
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There is little interest among the Covidian cult in sub-saharan Africa because the leaders do not want to change it or take it down. It is

the model for what they are planning for America and Europe: impoverished, tribal. socialist, conducive to dictatorship and largely free

of the problems associated with "whiteness". There is no need for a Great Replacement there, and the Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan is

already in operation.
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median age in Africa 19 yrs ???  Does it mean that older population is dying so fast ? This is not a good example of the right way to be

protected from infection. It's the terrible mortality rate there.
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It sounds like Abdool Karim was offered a deal he couldn't refuse. Those pharma companies have plenty of money to spread around to

partners willing to sell their souls.
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Most people do not know that missionaries have been bringing in Chlorine Dioxide MMS to various parts of Africa for over a decade to

cure malaria and other tropical diseases.  No one acknowledges that because it isn’t a pharmaceutical product.   Chlorine dioxide is

also being used in Bolivia as a Covid treatment successfully.   It is also used in the U.S. by many but not many talk about it.   I am sure

there are other factors also but the use of Chlorine dioxide is certainly one of them.
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Anyone who is believing ANY OF THIS HOAX is a complete MORON....   There are no variants - this is all make believe crap - I have the

list of all the 'supposed variants' that are to come in the next upcoming years....  Please stop believing the lies on the mainstream media

- if  you continue to get your news there, then you deserve the lies.... stopworldcontrol.com One simple site to wake up the sleeping

sheep who are headed for slaughter... wake up out of your coma and realize you are being played....
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Over here in Senegal nobody was dying of covid. Then the huge vaccine shipment came and for the next ten days it was 1-2 people we

knew dying daily. Coincidence i guess. Nobody talks about the vaccines or covid anymore.
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Anyone in Wales or UK want to campaign for hydroxychloraquine and ivermectin to be sold over the counter in chemists here?
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All you need do is read "The Real Anthony Fauci; Bill Gates, Big Pharma and  the war on  Democracy and  Health" by Robert F. "Bobby"

Kennedy Juniors book - and you will KNOW why! They have been using Ivermectin (IVM) for MANY many years to treat "River Blindness"

and other  diseases.... !  Read the book (PLEASE)  - ALL will  become clear.  The pertinent pages for this  are pages 37-62
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Astrocomical
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I don't get it.  Is THERE a Whuwan virus or not?  The CDC has never isolated this speciTc virus so what is it that is bothering them that

we need to take an experimental GENE therapy?
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Bothering hellofgates by his imagery overpopulation of the world.  Would he be a better educated specimen he would know

Nature is more clever than him - in cases of overpopulation Nature Txes it up. In reality I believe those superrich just want to have

the Earth as their own playground. They have enough well developed robots - they don’t need anymore the human slaves in such

a quantity, so want to get rid of them. What is really stupid they get rid of the educated thinking innovative ambitious talentful

people - which indicates for me they are afraid of competition - want to wallow in their foxy but mediocre mind. The only thing

they have in quantity - is money,  but from money you don’t produce sportsmen doctors artists etc.
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I don't think health experts give a hoot if they can't explain a rise in cases that will occur after they push the experimental shots on their

people!  Shareholders are the winners, and that is what counts in the world, nothing could be plainer.
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What PTzer Just Paid $75 MILLION For Proves We Are Guinea Pigs To Them

independentminute.com/2021/12/06/what-pTzer-just-paid-75-million-for-..
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Meta-Analysis in Nutrients, October 2021: "COVID-19 Mortality Risk Correlates Inversely with Vitamin D3 Status, and a Mortality Rate

Close to Zero Could Theoretically Be Achieved at 50 ng/mL 25(OH)D3".www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8541492  All health authorities

should be shouting this from the rooftops, and hand out free Vitamin D3.
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Hi! Here is a great video regarding Dr. David Martin explaining the EUA. www.banthis.tv/watch  The so-called vaccines are NOT vaccines

under the Prep Act and so forth. Thank you!
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No 5G there...makes sense
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5G networks have been active in South Africa as of July 2020.  3 mobile giants offer 5G, it is still limited to a few cities in South

Africa. Small pockets within Cape Town, Johannesburg and Pretoria enjoy coverage, with MTN caring for parts of Bloemfontein

and Port Elizabeth too. But corona and lockdown increased the internet usage by 40% and is causing huge problems. So, 5G is

still a low risk in SA at present.
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Another more radical view.....and WEF is targeting these people now as the last control group that would otherwise prove the depop

crimes against humanity.... The Most Expensive Healthcare System in the World Pt 2  worldyturnings.blog/blog
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I agree that it most likely is because of their younger age and their intake of Ivermectin, etc.  However, let us look at the level of Tve

gigahertz technology.  What is the status of the coverage in those African countries compared to the USA and Europe?  Some scientists

state that the frequencies for Tve gigahertz can cause many of the SAME symptoms as that of " Covid."  Since the PCR tests are NOT

diagnostic,  how do we really know what speciTcally is causing each person's symptoms?
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And we have the FDA saying that  Ivermectin is only for cattle and do not use it.  Apparently they do not think the statistics from Africa

are accurate, since the Africans are not vaccinated.  Or is it "white supremacy" in action
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The FDA is a politicized, global corporatist captured agency & will do and/or say whatever their lord & ma$ter$ tell them to do or

say.  Ivermectin is cheap, has no impact upon fertility or usefulness for euthanasia, and is non-metallic rendering it useless for

connectivity or promoting the internet of things with people included. You should check the UN and covid scamdemic racial

proTle if that's so important....which I do not believe it is: since all mankind is of one race, one blood genetically,  and can freely

intermingle, interbreed etc so far as the beastly fesh is concerned, while the souls & spirits, the hearts, of all men are equally

corrupt & fallen, only conscientious choice & access to opportunity limit the corruption.  

The 3,000 native Christians murdered in Nigeria in 2021 were not killed by 'white supremacists'....though some of the covid &

reset UN promoters may be white & paying, propping up terrorist front groups like Boko Haram who are doing the killing: that was

black on black violence, possibly with some semitic Arabs mixed in.  The UN leadership working with Rome & with Schwab, the

Chinese etc are not predominantly, or solely, white, no matter how you look at it.
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Maybe the death rates are low in Africa because they they don't count things like motorcycle accidents and suicides as Covid deaths.
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Meanwhile in NY, soon - children cannot enter a restaurant without a vaccine? What is going on? Certainly not science!

trialsitenews.com/new-york-city-imposes-vaccine-mandate

Vitamin D Level Above 55
ng/mL Cuts Infection Rate
by 47%
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www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7991879   Perhaps part of the mystery.  Here are sensible theories from Doctors in Turkey. Provocatively,

they are looking at Hepatitis A RNA virus or vaccine- as potentially protecting people in less developed nations. I  wish they had more

help with research. Maybe they were on to something.  www.ectrx.org/.../0  The greatest virus I’ve seen in the past 20 months is viral

psychopathology. At what point will the world recognize that the craziest of the crazy recklessly rise to the highest positions of

leadership/corporations and cast their demented spirits permeating at a higher than Covid transmissibility rate among societies and

kills at higher rates than any disease we know? Or are they the underlying factor for all diseases we know.

When in these past few years have we seen or heard an ounce of compassion from these folks? The souls are gone- we are subjects to

some bizarre mental illness plight on steroids. These aren’t normal humans- and this is history which will repeat itself until mental

health is Txed and compassion and love regain power. This pathology, if left on this reckless, power-laced Adrenalin joyride, will end

this world without intervention. To me, the mystery is that this energy has not been stopped. It’s evil and can be stopped by it’s contact

against a stronger mental constitution - a more powerful healthy psychology of the people- a full on resistance comprised of an

impenetrable wall of healthy psychological masses of people pushing back on this pushy yet profoundly weak demented psychology

which is trying to hold its grip on the people of this world. The sick and weakened forms of humanity trying to run this show cannot

survive against a strong psychological health-worldwide - This, I believe, is the answer.
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India's Uttar Pradesh state has done well because they have otc access to Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine. Mexico has also

apparently done well for the same reason, and both regions enjoy warmer climes and considerably more sunshine.
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every day sane people get a signal this is all nonsense. Variants were supposed to emerge amongst vaxxed people, where a variant

arises to survive the supposed 'protection' the vax gave. That mechanism is not possible in the africa scenario, so they just invent

another. They'll blame it on genetic differences (of course there are but that's not the point), further pushing the belief that ultimately

genes are all that matter and that genes determine your life (which is again nonsense, as it is genetic expression that makes us who we

are, and not genetic proTle, fenotype vs genotype). So they have been preparing us for decades to believe that the ultimate medecine

will be gene therapy.

With approved proTles they want to force sell us, and the proTle you can pay will determine and justify in which class you belong, what

rights you have, who you can enslave/kill and who can do that to you. Backed up by LAW. I don't see ANY other species being that evil

for no reason. Now on a more positive note, there is a video guy AwakenWithJP (partially banned from youtube now, great as it's

eviltube anyway) who makes 'funny' videos about what's going on, here are two: odysee.com/.../Emotional+Distancing+Guidelines:c  ~ 

odysee.com/@FlowerPower:b/Why-Life-Jackets-Should-Be-Mandatory%21_Trim..  I think it can be a helpful tool to reach younger ones

or just more people as jokes might work better than my bad news.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Scotland the backlash has begun at last. The First Monster  should be afraid, very afraid. https://youtu.be/oQpcEnzJoaY   Japan has

okcially announced the risk to young males of injections that have effects, not "side-effects".

principia-scientiTc.com/japan-health-ministry-warns-of-vaccines-side-..   Dr Sherri Tenpenny: no excuses for accepting the injection or

for allowing your children to be injected. She announces a plan to set up a parallel medical system based on health care, not disease

care. www.brighteon.com/e8da7a03-ba37-4b49-92d7-a07f2e536202
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From reading incredibly accurate material about this invented corona plandemic- my understanding is that some races have different

DNA to us white people. I highly recommend to visit the website of .they fy blog that explains it all precisely and where the world

criminal authorities visit to read this info. and are very well aware of it and have been reading it for decades. (but the truth must be

'covered', well, not for much longer... because the truth will be RE-discovered and IS free for us all)
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fundamentalassumptions
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All men have the same genetic book & traced back mitochondrially to three women when they were working to decode the

genome of mankind.  The wives of Japheth, Ham,& Shem.  Y-chromosomes only pass father to son.  Mitochondrial dna passes

from mother to all progeny.  So, sin passing from & thru the male line, while the seed of the woman hope was not only entirely

possible, but scientiTcally backed!

The cradle of civilization is,& always has been, the Middle East until it became a philosophical & political hot potato w/ Erasmus

Darwin's theory picking back up Babylonian philosophy come up thru Egypt, Greece & Rome. Jesuits picked it back up thru their

work in China, India & the East....& from there into Weishaupt-inTltrated& transformed Masonry.  And, of course, the fall of

Constantinople brought not only the Greek Antiochan biblical texts & scholars streaming West, but also the sodomite pagan

philosophy to titillate wealthy aristocrats like the bawdy Erasmus & the 'gentlemen' of his Gentleman's Clubs....scientiTc, & along

the lines of his 'other' hobby.

The powers that shouldn't be backed & promoted that family destructive idea preferred by elites & certain special interests, thru

the less politically charged identity of the grandson.  Even pushing out the theorizing of Alfred Russel Wallace who was poised to

publish before Charles Darwin due to his spiritist views concerning Lemuria which occultists like Blavatsky& the embryo-drawing

fraudster, Haeckel, believed & promoted.  

The Huxley's were very involved in that selective promotion & suppression of views, for it was feared that if the public of that era

connected the ideas promoted w/ Wallace rather than the blander Masonic & Unitarian Darwin, their hopes for the theory's

promotion & success would be dashed due to lack of public acceptance.   The rest is history tho the political & philosophical

twists & tweaks to various alternatives to where science & truth actually point continue for the sake of power.
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fundamentalassumptions
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Genetic sorting due to choice and living conditions, climate & so forth, have resulted in all the various shades & characteristic

groups of men, with certain blood types & mutations more or less common in the various groups.  There was some early work on

blood types & susceptibility to covid which was squelched pretty rapidly once folks realized that this engineered bioweapon was

more lethal to people of the northern latitude & fairer complexioned people!  And speciTcally, the Japhetic peoples, or Europeans.

 Talk about non-pc!   If it was purposeful, then guys like Fauci got doublecrossed and out-foxed by the Dragon people of the

East....lol.    Just ain't no honor amongst liars, thieves & connivers.
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It's all about Vitamin D.
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Serious Question: Does anyone know if the Spike Proteins are transmissible by skin and intimate contact. Self replicating

transmissible'vaccines' have been patented, you can research the term.
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DebbyW
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I believe in the initial 'vaccine' trials, the participants were told not to have sex for six weeks after their last shot. That sounds like

a worry for it being transmittable.
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Yes, even the manufacturers admit that the spike protein can be shed by the vaccinated. I discovered this by accident myself. I

noticed that I was getting intense headaches after being in physical contact (hugs, pedicures, etc.) with certain people. I

ultimately realized that all of these people were vaxed. When I have physicial contact with the unvaxed, I'm Tne. I know this

wasn't just a psychological reaction, because the headache phenomenon was occurring for a while before I put two and two

together and made the connection that it was the vaxed that were causing them.
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